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IBM FlashSystem 840 
Data center-optimized to deliver extreme performance, 
flexible capacity and total system protection

Highlights
●● ● ●Scale business with flexible, extreme- 

performance flash storage that  
accelerates low-latency, I/O-intense  
applications, including online-transaction 
processing (OLTP) and online-analytical 
processing (OLAP)

●● ● ●Improve the economics of IT by easily 
integrating with existing infrastructure to 
maximize total cost of ownership and 
return on investment

●● ● ●Operate at peak efficiency with  
IBM® MicroLatency™, high bandwidth, 
flexible connectivity and low wattage— 
all in a 2U footprint

●● ● ●Leverage high availability and hot- 
swappable components to lower mean 
time to repair

●● ● ●Add enterprise management features  
with IBM System Storage® SAN Volume 
Controller

To build a sustainable advantage in a world of 24x7 continuous  
operations, today’s enterprise organizations must be able to extract the 
full value of their vast and complex data sets. Because data is the new 
business currency, organizations must quickly and efficiently transact, 
analyze and gain actionable insight from it to fully capitalize on its  
value. The IBM FlashSystem™ family empowers organizations to take 
advantage of best-in-breed solutions that provide extreme performance, 
macro efficiency and microsecond response times. As a result, these orga-
nizations can quickly harness the value of stored data—and be better 
positioned to compete, innovate and grow in today’s real-time world.

IBM FlashSystem 840 is data center-optimized to enable organizations  
to strategically harness the value of stored data. By providing f lexible 
capacity and extreme performance for the most demanding enterprise-
class applications, including OLTP and OLAP databases, virtual  
desktop infrastructures, technical-computing applications and cloud-scale 
environments, FlashSystem 840 delivers a competitive advantage for the 
modern enterprise. The IBM system accelerates response times with 
MicroLatency—that is, less than 135-microsecond access times—to 
enable faster decision making. In addition to optimizing performance, 
FlashSystem 840 delivers best-in-class reliability in a storage device that  
is both space and power efficient.

Explore new opportunities with highly efficient, 
flexible storage
Easy to deploy and manage, FlashSystem 840 delivers savings across  
the entire organization, from improved productivity of IT staff to  
energy efficiency within the data center. FlashSystem 840 is designed  
to be easily upgraded in the field, so IT personnel can expand capacity  
to support changing needs with minimal disruption to operations.  
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By off loading heavy workloads to this f lash storage system, 
organizations can extend the life of their existing storage 
assets—and consolidate their legacy storage systems for “all-
f lash” macro efficiency. FlashSystem 840 can scale up to 48 TB 
in usable capacity—in just 2U. When compared to traditional 
high-performance storage solutions, FlashSystem 840 provides 
power, cooling and “rack-estate” savings within a small 
footprint.

Count on enterprise-class reliability and 
superior data protection
A robust FlashSystem 840 architecture delivers the extreme 
reliability, availability and serviceability (RAS) required by 
today’s enterprise applications. The system uses enterprise- 
class, two-dimensional f lash RAID technology, comprising  
IBM Variable Stripe RAID™ and system-wide RAID 5 tech-
nologies. Variable Stripe RAID technology helps reduce down-
time by maintaining performance and capacity in the event of 
partial or full-f lash chip failures. System-wide RAID 5, with 
easily accessed front-loadable, hot-swappable f lash modules, 
helps prevent data loss and improves availability. Additionally, 
all active components are fully redundant, hot-swappable and 
easily accessible via a tool-less modular design—enabling IT 
staff to spend more time working on strategic initiatives, rather 
than resolving system failures.

To further minimize downtime, FlashSystem 840 supports  
concurrent code load and maintenance for nondisruptive firm-
ware upgrades. And to provide advanced security for data  
at rest—without compromising application performance—
FlashSystem 840 also supports hardware-accelerated  
AES-XTS 256 encryption.

Accelerate applications with consistently 
low latency
FlashSystem 840 is designed with MicroLatency to significantly 
speed application response times, so organizations can rely 
upon real-time data to effectively gain actionable insight. The 
low-latency design improves CPU efficiency, lowering software 
licensing costs and maximizing the use of existing resources.  
In addition, by virtually eliminating wait times and enabling 
more transactions to occur, FlashSystem 840 can scale to  
support more concurrent users, helping improve the end-user 
experience, enhance productivity and increase revenue.

Expand performance and ease of use
To deliver extreme performance coupled with efficient manage-
ment functionality, FlashSystem 840 features an easy-to-use, 
web-based graphical user interface. The intuitive design can 
help streamline installation and management tasks. In addition, 
the system enables organizations to process vast amounts of 
data with high input/output operations per second (IOPS)  
and bandwidth, helping to speed time to market for products 
and services.

IBM FlashSystem 840 at a glance

Model 9840-AE1, 9843-AE1

Flash type eMLC

Flash module configuration 2 x 2 TB 4 x 2 TB 4 x 4 TB 8 x 2 TB 12 x 2 TB 8 x 4 TB 12 x 4 TB

Raw capacity (TB/TiB) 5.50 TB/ 
5.00 TiB

11.00 TB/ 
10.00 TiB

21.99 TB/ 
20.00 TiB

21.99 TB/ 
20.00 TiB

32.99 TB/ 
30.00 TiB

43.98 TB/ 
40.00 TiB

65.97 TB/ 
60.00 TiB

RAID 0 usable  
capacity (TB/TiB)

4.12 TB/ 
3.75 TiB

8.25 TB/ 
7.50 TiB

N/A 16.49 TB/ 
15.00 TiB

24.74 TB/ 
22.50 TiB

32.99 TB/ 
30.00 TiB

49.48 TB/ 
45.00 TiB

RAID 5 usable  
capacity (TB/TiB)

N/A 4.12 TB/ 
3.75 TiB

8.25 TB/ 
7.50 TiB

12.37 TB/ 
11.25 TiB

20.62 TB/ 
18.75 TiB

24.74 TB/ 
22.50 TiB

41.23 TB/ 
37.50 TiB

Minimum latency

Write 90 µs

Read 135 µs
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IBM FlashSystem 840 at a glance

Maximum IOPS 4 KB

Read (100%, random) 1,100,000

Read/write (70%/30%, random) 775,000

Write (100%, random) 600,000

Maximum bandwidth 256 KB

Read (100%, sequential) 8 GB/s

Write (100%, sequential) 4 GB/s

RAS features ●● Two-dimensional flash RAID
 – Module-level Variable Stripe RAID
 – System-level RAID 5 across modules

●● Hot-swappable flash modules
●● Tool-less module installation/replacement
●● Concurrent code load
●● Redundant and hot-swappable controllers, interface cards, power supplies, batteries, and fans

Encryption AES-XTS 256

Supported RAID levels 0, 5

Connectivity options 16 x 8 Gb Fibre Channel 
 8 x 16 Gb Fibre Channel 
 8 x 40 Gb quad data rate (QDR) InfiniBand 
16 x 10 Gb Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE)

Power 625 Watts (nominal)

Cooling 280 cubic ft per min. (at the fan)

Client operating system support For a current list of platforms supported, please visit the IBM System Storage Operation Center (SSIC).

Maximum volume support 2K (2,048)
(logical unit numbers [LUN])

Storage management Common storage interface (SAN Volume Controller v7.2)

Management interfaces Command line interface (CLI), graphical user interface (GUI)

Environmental requirements 41°F – 104°F (5°C – 40°C) operating, 5°C – 45°C (41°F – 113°F) non-operating 
-950m – 3050m (-3116 ft – 10006 ft) altitude 
8% – 85% relative humidity operating, 5% – 80% relative humidity non-operating
0.1g root mean square (RMS) operational vibration (0.1g RMS at 5 Hz to 500 Hz for 30 minutes) 
3.5 g RMS operational shock (vertical input: 3.5G for 3 ms, half-sine shock pulse, five shocks to machine base)
half-sine pulse vertical non-operational—should use 10x – 40 in./s at 2–3 ms drops and 2x – 70 in./s at 2–3 ms 

Dimensions (H x W x D) 2U x 445 mm x 761 mm (2U x 17.5 in. x 29.96 in.)

Weight 34 kg (75 lbs) fully loaded.

Regulatory requirements Safety: IEC/EN 60950, CB Certificate, UL60950-1 CAN/CSA-C22.2 No.60950-1, CE Mark 
Emissions Class A: 
FCC—Verified to comply with Part 15 of the FCC Rules, Class A 
Canada ICES-003, Issue 5, Class A 
Japan VCCI, Class A 
Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS CISPR 22:2006, Class A 
Taiwan BSMI CNS 13438, Class A 
GB 9254-2008 Class A, GB 17625.1 
Korea KN22, Class A; KN24 
Russia GOST R 51318.22, GOST R 51318.24, GOST R 51317.3.2, GOST R 51317.3.3 
CE Mark (EN55022 Class A, EN55024, EN61000-3-2, EN61000-3-3) 
CISPR 22, Class A
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Why IBM?
Building on decades of storage leadership, IBM offers a com-
prehensive portfolio of integrated, f lash-optimized storage 
solutions that can propel organizations into the next era of IT. 
These proven, easily integrated f lash solutions accelerate enter-
prise applications for faster decision making, come with best- 
in-class reliability, and deliver new efficiencies across the entire 
business environment.

As part of the IBM Smarter Storage initiative, FlashSystem  
840 is data center-optimized to enable organizations to harness 
the value of stored data. The IBM system can empower enter-
prise organizations to build a compelling and sustainable  
competitive advantage. From real-time transactions to data ana-
lytics, cloud and virtual infrastructures, FlashSystem 840 can 
provide organizations with the application performance they 
need to compete, innovate and grow.

For more information
To learn more about IBM FlashSystem 840, please contact  
your IBM representative or IBM Business Partner, or visit  
the following website: ibm.com/storage/flash

Additionally, IBM Global Financing can help you acquire the 
IT solutions that your business needs in the most cost-effective 
and strategic way possible. We’ll partner with credit-qualified 
clients to customize an IT financing solution to suit your busi-
ness goals, enable effective cash management, and improve your 
total cost of ownership. IBM Global Financing is your smartest 
choice to fund critical IT investments and propel your business 
forward. For more information, visit: ibm.com/financing
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